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ABSTRACT

Compressive sensing theory allows to sense and reconstruct signals/images with lower sampling rate than Nyquist rate. Applications in resource constrained environment stand to benefit from this theory, opening up many possibilities for new applications at the same time. The traditional inference pipeline for computer vision sequence reconstructing the image from compressive measurements. However, the reconstruction process is a computationally expensive step that also provides poor results at high compression rate. There have been several successful attempts to perform inference tasks directly on compressive measurements such as activity recognition. In this thesis, I am interested to tackle a more challenging vision problem - Visual question answering (VQA) without reconstructing the compressive images. I investigate the feasibility of this problem with a series of experiments, and I evaluate proposed methods on a VQA dataset and discuss promising results and direction for future work.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Compressive sensing has been a popular research topic recently for computational imaging research community, with many prototypes of compressive imagers have been developed such as Single-Pixel-Camera [35], compressive light-field imaging [26] and compressive lenseless imaging [16]. These imagers take projections of underlying signals to form measurements, resulting in smaller amount of data storage than traditional image acquisition methods. Because of its low requirement for data storage, compressive imager have an advantage in resource-constrained environments such as surveillance.

Traditional research in computer vision inference usually takes rectangular arrays of pixels as input. Therefore, if one would like to facilitate computer vision inference task with a compressive imager, one need to first reconstruct images using a reconstruction algorithm, then apply the computer vision algorithm to fulfill the purpose. Although compressive sensing theory allows nearly perfect reconstruction from compressive measurement, the reconstruction process is usually computationally expensive and reconstruction result is somewhat degraded at high compression rates. Therefore, the method that take compressive measurement as input is desirable for cut down the computational cost, and thus open up the possibility to perform computer vision inference task with novel compressive imagers. Previous works have successfully tackled several computer vision inference problems using compressive measurements. For example, Kulkarni and Turaga [20] provide a reconstruction-free solution for ac-
tivity recognition. Lohit et al. [22] try to directly perform image classification on compressive measurement. I am interested in solving a much more complex inference problem called visual question answering, and explore the possibility to extract such information from compressive measurements.

Visual question answering (VQA) is the task that answer question about an image. VQA is a task that involves natural language processing, question answering, object recognition and semantic interpretation. The complex nature of this task make it to be considered as an AI complete task [1]. This topic have been researched extensively in the natural language processing and computer vision research community, many successful attempts have been addressed and achieved solid results for VQA task. In this work, I would like to investigate the utility of compressive imagers for a complex computer vision tasks such as VQA.

1.2 Compressive Sensing

In this section, I will give an brief introduction to the theory and idea of compressive sensing. Compressive sensing is a novel data acquisition paradigm that goes beyond traditional sampling method following Nyquist’s theorem, CS theory claims that perfect reconstruction is possible from a sampled signal with fewer samples than necessary amount compared to the NyquistShannon sampling theorem claims. To illustrate this mechanism, let’s suppose original signal is \( x \), where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^N \) forms a projection \( y \), where \( y \in \mathbb{R}^M \) so that

\[
y = \phi x
\]  

(1.1)

where \( \phi \) is measurement matrix. According to CS theory, the possibility of recovery from measurement \( y \) given \( M < N \) requires sparsity of \( x \) and incoherence of measurement matrix \( \phi \).
A real signal can usually be represented with an orthonormal basis, the sparsity convey the idea that larger coefficients often be able to capture most information of the signal. Suppose we have a signal $f$, represented as expansion of basis in the following form,

$$f = \psi x$$

(1.2)

where $\psi$ is sparse basis and The above equation indicate the possibility to approximate the original signal while discarding small coefficients. Assume one keep $S$ largest coefficients and set the rest of coefficients to zero, it is called $S$-sparse. The goal is to approximate original signal with $x_s$, so that $f_s := \psi x_s$.Moreover, for $x$ to be compressible, the sorted magnitude of $x_i$ need to decrease rapidly, so that $||f - f_s||$ is negligible given $||f - f_s|| = ||x - x_s||$.

As we see in the equation 1.1 and equation 1.2, the choice of sensing matrix and sparse basis can be various. The property of incoherence limits the valid pair of matrices. The coherence $[4]$ between sparse basis and sensing matrix is denoted as

$$\mu(\phi, \psi) = \sqrt{n} \cdot \max |\langle \varphi_k, \psi_j \rangle|$$

(1.3)

the above equation basically measures the largest correlation value between any two elements in $\phi$ and $\psi$. The incoherence property in compressive sensing theory requires a low coherence pair to work. Random matrices are thus to be one of desirable choices to be sensing matrix since they are incoherent to any fixed basis $\psi$.

How much the signal can be compressed is the main concern of compressive sensing theory. The minimum number of measurements $m$ allowed relative to $n$ is subject to the following relation

$$m \geq C\mu^2(\phi, \psi)S\log n$$

(1.4)

where $\psi$ is $S$-sparse and $C$ is for some constant larger than zero. As seen in 1.4, coherence plays a crucial role in this theory, the smaller the coherence the fewer the
number of measurements needed. As for recovery, one can solve a convex optimization problem of coefficient sequence $x$ to minimize the $l_1$ norm. [4, 7]

To examine the robustness of compressive sensing, a key concept for sensing matrix design is called restricted isometry property (RIP) [6]. The definition of RIP is as following; the isometry constant $\delta_S$ for each $S=1,2...S$ of matrix $A$ such that

$$(1 - \delta_S)||x||^2 \leq ||Ax||^2 \leq (1 + \delta_S)||x||^2$$

is valid for all S-sparse signal $x$. When sensing matrix $A$ has RIP property, transformation $A$ on $x$ preserve the Euclidean length of S-sparse signals, indicating that S-sparse vectors $x$ cannot be in the null space of $A$. If we wish to obtain $x$ with sensing matrix $A$, all pairwise distance between $x$ must be preserved in the measurement space. That is, for a constant $\delta_{2S}$ which is less than one,

$$(1 - \delta_{2S})||x_1 - x_2||^2 \leq ||Ax_1 - Ax_2||^2 \leq (1 + \delta_{2S})||x_1 - x_2||^2$$
Chapter 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, I will outline background for my work, including inference using compressive measurement and visual question answering.

2.1 Compressed Learning

Given the fact that compressive measurements are far fewer than original data dimensionality, conducting machine learning experiments in measurement domain is equivalent to a dimensionality reduction for machine learning problem. Generally, one has to reconstruct data from measurement domain before applying machine learning algorithm since standard algorithms usually take original data as input. Learning directly on measurement domain can avoid cost of recovery to data domain, and create a desirable property for this approach. Calderbank et al. [5] prove the performance of the SVM classifier in measurement domain is nearly the same as in the data domain, thus conclude compressed learning is a possible approach. There have been research activities in other machine learning task such as palmprint recogniton [14], face recognition [37] and image classification [22]. In a real-world setting, compressive sensing is particularly useful in resource constrained environments with limited computational power and storage. Problems like action recognition were addressed in [20] opening up the potential application in surveillance and monitoring.

2.2 Visual Question Answering

Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a complex inference task which concerns answering free-form questions based on visual information in images. Unlike traditional
computer vision tasks such as object recognition and image classification that tend to be task specific, VQA is the challenge that require combination of computer vision, natural language processing and knowledge representation. VQA is considered as an "AI complete" task [1] that aims to push development of modern artificial intelligence. As advancement of natural language and computer vision research, the research on intersection of both fields draws more and more attention in the research community. Image captioning [36, 11], which generate description of images, is one of the successful attempts to integrate the field of computer vision and natural language processing. However, visual question answering is significantly more complex than image captioning since it require exact information requested in the question, thus needs deeper level of understanding of both images and language. Textual question answering is also a task that is closely related to VQA. Instead of textual information as input, images as input creates much higher dimensions to the problem than just text, and inference on image is much difficult than text, since text usually has a well-understood grammatical structure, while image structure is noisy. In the remaining of this section, I will describe previous works to tackle VQA task, and it will be structured in the following. First, I will introduce two basic components of VQA, which are image embedding and question embedding. Then, I will conduct a brief survey of previous works to interact with those two features. Generally, approaches for VQA can be categorized into three categories—joint embedding approaches, attention mechanism and external knowledge based.

### 2.2.1 Image Embedding

In traditional computer vision, SIFT [23] and HOG [10] features descriptor is often employed to extract features from images. These traditional methods are computationally efficient but fail to generalize the description of image, partly because they
have less parameters in descriptor. Malinowski and Fritz [24], utilized image segmentation algorithms to find the objects in the images. However, this method along with SIFT and HOG feature is hand-crafted. In recent times, neural architectures have aimed to address this issue and provide more powerful representation.

Convolutional neural network is the neural network containing the convolutional layer. Instead of performing multiplication in the case of fully-connected layer, convolutional layer perform convolution in each filter to get local feature of the image. Convolutional neural network gained a lot of success in computer vision task recently, such as object recognition, activity recognition and event detection [40]. Accordingly, CNN makes a natural choice for feature extraction techniques to represent the image feature. In practice, CNN have been trained on images classification on large database is used to be served as image feature. In term of architecture of CNN, Large CNN such as VGGNet [31], GoogleNet [34] and ResNet [13] are usually chosen given much powerful image representation than smaller network.

2.2.2 Question Embedding

Semantic representation of language is a long-standing problem in natural language processing. Traditional approaches such as Bag-of-words and Tf-Idf are used to represent sentences or documents. These approaches rely on word occurrence in the database of documents to model the documents, and still prevalent approaches in text mining field. Some of the early work in VQA adopted BOW [42] to represent text feature and shows impressive results for VQA task. However, the drawback for these approaches is its lack of semantic representation in words, since these model only count the frequency or the number of appearance of words in the documents. Semantic parser is a way to introduce semantic meaning to the word by parsing the word into the labeled parsed tree to capture the semantic relations between words.
Socher et al. propose a method called recursive tensor network to represent sentences in vector space. However, the parsing method require parsing the entire document, make it computationally expensive and language dependent. Word embedding aims to address the problem by providing efficient word embedding approaches, word2vec [27] employs cbow and skip-gram architecture to learn the word embedding through fully-connected neural network. They shows that their approach outperform the N-grams model and recursive tensor network while eliminate the need for parsing whole documents in advance. Regarding sentence and document embedding, doc2vec [21] utilize similar architecture of word2vec to obtain document embedding. However, recurrent neural network is gaining popularity for NLP tasks due to its superior performance in modeling sequences of words.

Recurrent neural network is similar to multi-layer perceptron but its hidden layer have weight between each units at adjacent time step, making the unit have memory
about the previous input, and thus make it suitable to model sequence. However, the
typical recurrent neural network often suffer from gradient vanishing problem[15],
which refer to the sensitivity of the network decaying exponentially through the re-
current units, thus making RNN difficult to train. The variants of RNN, LSTM[15]
and GRU[9] help resolve the vanishing gradient issue with gate mechanism. Since
LSTM and GRU are basic components in the VQA pipeline, I will give a brief intro-
duction of them in the following paragraph, more detail description of LSTM will be
presented in the chapter 2.

LSTM, short for Long-short-term memory, consists of memory cells to form recur-
rent neural network. A memory cell connects the output gate to another memory cell
to pass memory to the network. The basic component for LSTM is the memory block,
each block contains one cell and three gate—input gate, output gate and forget gate.
The schematics of memory block is shown in Figure 2.1 [29]. The advantage of LSTM
over traditional RNN is that their three gates allow information to be stored or dis-
carded in long periods of time, tackling the problem of vanishing gradient. The idea
of GRU(gate recurrent unit) is similar to LSTM, try to add the previous memory to
the current memory. The memory block of GRU is the difference between LSTM and
GRU, the block of GRU consists of reset and update gates as seen in Figure 2.2 [9].
Consequently, GRU cuts down multiplicative gates in LSTM to two, while preserve
the advantage over LSTM of adding to the previous memory. The smaller amount
of parameters than LSTM thereby make GRU more computationally efficient. More
details of GRU performance can be seen in [9].

2.2.3 Related Works

Once we get the image feature from CNN and text feature from RNN, we try
to merge these two embeddings to facilitate reasoning. I will outline some previous
works that use this concept to illustrate the idea. Malinowski et al. [25] utilize LSTM to generate answers directly for VQA task. Pre-trained CNN for image recognition is employed to produce image feature, while question feature is produced by concatenation of question word embedding and previous ground truth answer. Then it concatenates the image and question feature to serve as inputs to LSTM. At the answer generating phase, the predicted answer is concatenated with question word embedding to feed into LSTM. Noh et al. [28] proposes an approach that consist of classification network and parameter prediction network. Classification network include VGGNet, Dynamic parameter layer and fully-connected layer, it treats VQA as a classification task. Parameter prediction network consists of GRUs that feed with question word embeddings to generate the candidate weights. They employ parameter hashing to project the parameters in candidate weight to dynamic parameter
layer, thereby allows question feature to project in the image feature. It proposes a new method that would interact with question and image feature, and outperform standard methods [25].

Bilinear pooling denotes the outer product of two vectors, which allow much richer representation power of two vector than element-wise multiplication or concatenation. However, the outer product of two embeddings ends up creating a large number of parameters in the network, requiring huge memory to train the network. [12, 17, 2] utilize approaches to reduce the number of parameters to fit the memory constraint. Fukui et al. [12] leverage count sketch projection to express count sketch of the outer product as a convolution of two count sketches, therefore avoiding computing outer product directly. Kim et al. propose a low-rank method that splits the weight matrix into two low-rank matrices. Two feature vectors then are computed by Hadamard product to represent joint embedding. Ben-younes et al. [2] utilize Tucker decomposition to decompose outer product into three factor matrices and a core tensor. They show that Fukui et al. [12] and Kim et al. [17] are special cases of their method, and also achieve state-of-the-art result at the time of writing.

Attention mechanism aims to incorporate local features into the reasoning process. Methods without attention mechanism use only the global feature to represent the visual information, while global feature may prone to introduce noisy information to the reasoning process. Inspired by the method used in image captioning, Attention mechanism tries to address this issue by extracting local features from image, and assigns different regions weight to allow reasoning over local image features. Xu and Saenko [39] proposes a method called ”spatial memory network”. They take a concatenation of word embedding as question vector, and extract image feature from Googlenet in dimension of $L \times M$, which preserve the local regions feature. The image and question feature then pass through a weight $W_A$ to generate attention
embedding. The evidence embedding take the image feature aims to recognize the semantic concepts such as objects. By performing element-wise multiplication of the evidence and attention embedding, spatial memory network learns the heatmap for the semantic concept, therefore benefiting the reasoning process. They employ multiple hops to deepen the reasoning process. Yang et al. [41] employ similar idea as [39] but use LSTM as question feature instead. They called the method ”SAN” that perform inference in multiple attention layers.

External knowledge based methods target to remedy the issue of insufficient knowledge in terms of answering the question. For example, to answer the question ”Why is the apple falling?”, one need to know the concept of gravity and apple. Wu et al. propose a joint embedding approach that combining the Doc2vec [21] to obtain the external knowledge.
In this chapter, I will detail my proposed frameworks for the VQA task. This chapter is outlined as following order, I will first introduce the image recognition model for image classification task, which will then be used to develop the VQA pipeline.

3.1 Compressive Measurement Recognition Model

Convolutional neural networks have achieved very good performance on many computer vision tasks such as classification and object recognition. Therefore, I would like to leverage CNN to perform image recognition using compressive measurements. However, compressive measurement is in dimension of $m \times 1$, which $m$ denote as the number of measurements, while CNN operates on 2-dimensional array of pixels. Therefore, I use a linear projection inspired by [22], transpose of sensing matrix $\phi$, to the compressive measurement transforming 1-D compressive measurements into 2-D ”pseudo image”. Pseudo images then feed to CNN to perform the image recognition task. I conduct the experiment on image classification to test the amount of information we could extract from the pseudo images. The overall pipeline for classification task can as seen in Figure 3.1. Moreover, I also use block-based linear projection to
investigate the projection technique of compressive measurements. I set the block size at $33 \times 33$ pixels, and project compressive measurements for each block into block pseudo image separately, and then put them in order to form a pseudo image as in Figure 3.2. The CNN architecture I adopt for the classification task is Googlenet [34] and Resnet [13]. The classification experiment result will be discussed in next chapter.

3.2 VQA Pipeline

To tackle the VQA task, extraction of informative image feature is necessary. The pretrained networks such as VGGNet and ResNet are usually used to extract image features. I employ a trained googlenet on simulated Imagenet dataset mentioned in section 3.1, to generate the image embedding. Regarding the question feature, I feed the questions into a RNN [15] to extract the textual information in the questions. In this section, I would like to first describe the model to produce question embedding since it is the same for both methods, then I will describe two methods I adopted to
combine image and textual features in order to tackle compressive VQA later.

3.2.1 Question Embedding

In section 2.2.2, I briefly introduce the idea of RNN and LSTM, and address the importance of LSTM in sequence modeling task; Because of this, it make sense to employ LSTM to model the question and generate textual representation for the VQA task. Assume the question with N words $q = [w_0, w_1, ..., w_N]$ is expressed as a sequence of word embeddings [1]. I project the word embedding to the vector space via weight matrix $W_q$ to form the word embedding to represent each word in the question. That is, for the word in position $t$, the word embedding for $w_t$ is $x_t = W_q w_t$. Then, LSTM units take the word embedding vector as a input to perform learning process, overall structure for question modeling is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: LSTM for Modeling Questions

As discussed in chapter 1, the essential building block of LSTM is a memory cell as shown in Figure 2.1. The memory cell consists of three gates to control the amount of information flow, a cell state to sustain memory and a hidden state as output to the next memory cell. The memory cell adopts sigmoid function $\sigma$ for gates. Input gate $i_t$ regulates the amount of updates in current cell state from current input $x_t$.
and previous hidden state $h_t$ as in 3.1.

$$i_t = \sigma(W_{xi}x_t + W_{hi}h_{t-1} + b_i) \quad (3.1)$$

Forget gate $f_t$ decides the portion of information from previous cell state $c_{t-1}$ memorize in current cell state as in 3.2.

$$f_t = \sigma(W_{xf}x_t + W_{hf}h_{t-1} + b_f) \quad (3.2)$$

Output gate controls the amount of information in the current cell state output to hidden state, given as:

$$o_t = \sigma(W_{xo}x_t + W_{ho}h_{t-1} + b_o) \quad (3.3)$$

The update procedure for cell state and hidden state is controllable by gates with $tanh$ activation layer in input and output gate.

$$c_t = f_t c_{t-1} + i_t tanh(W_{xc}x_t + W_{hc}h_{t-1} + b_c) \quad (3.4)$$

$$h_t = o_t tanh(c_t) \quad (3.5)$$

where $x_t = W_qw_t$. The final hidden state $h_N$ is used as representation for the whole question $q = [q_0, q_1, ..., q_N]$. 
3.2.2 LSTM CNN: Element-wise Multiplication Feature Fusion

Regarding image feature, I adopt CNN to generate image embedding. The CNN architecture I employ is Googlenet [34], and detailed architecture of googlenet is shown in Figure 3.4. To extract the image feature, trained image recognition model on compressive measurements is used as described in section 3.1. As discussed in the section 3.1, I take pseudo images as input data for the CNN network, then feed-forward the trained model to the last average pooling layer to yield image embedding for this method, which can be seen in Figure 3.1. The dimension of the extracted image feature is 1024.

A single layer perceptron is employed after image embedding and question embedding to project the embedding to a vector with dimension 1024. Then these two projected vectors perform element-wise multiplication to merge the two features. A softmax layer is employed after a single layer perceptron as merged feature with output dimension 1000. The output of the softmax layer generates the probability of possible answers for classification and generate the answer for the question. The overall pipeline for this method [1] is shown in Figure 3.5.
3.2.3 Stacked Attention Model

This method aims to leverage attention mechanism [41] in order to capture the local information in the image, and the relationship of these regions. First, I adopt the trained googlenet as before to generate the image feature. However, I feedforward the trained googlenet to the output of the last inception module, which is "DepthConcat layer" as shown in the 3.4. Since the input of the CNN is cropped image in dimension of $243 \times 243$, the dimension of the extracted image feature is $1024 \times 7 \times 7$. This image feature is to create a feature that can represent 49 local regions on the pseudo image, each with 1024 dimensional representation.

Given the image feature from Googlenet and question embedding produced from LSTM, I employ attention layers taking these two vectors as input, and wish to perform inference by learning the weight on each region of image feature according to question feature, the overall architecture of the model is shown in Figure 3.6. The detailed information of the attention layers is as following. Assume the question embedding extracted from LSTM is $v_q$, and image feature is $v_I$, I tile the question
Figure 3.6: Architecture of Stacked Attention Model

vector by the number of image feature regions to the dimension of 1024 × 49, denoted as \( v_Q \). Performing element-wise addition on image and question embedding followed by a \( \text{tanh} \) activation layer to merge these two embeddings:

\[
W_A = \text{tanh}(W_I v_I + (W_Q v_Q + b_Q)) \quad (3.6)
\]

where \( W_I, W_Q \in R^{a \times d} \), \( a \) is output size of attention layer, and \( d \) is dimension of feature for each image regions. \( b_Q \in R^a \) is a bias term for question feature. Suppose image and question feature \( v_I, v_Q \in R^{d \times m} \), \( m \) is the number of image regions. Attention matrix is thus \( W_A \in R^{a \times m} \).

Attention matrix is used to capture the question and image weight over the image regions. A softmax layer is employed after the attention matrix to generate the probability distribution over the image regions.

\[
P_I = \text{softmax}(W_P W_A + b_P) \quad (3.7)
\]

where \( P_I \in R^m \), \( W_P \in R^{m \times a} \) \( b_P \in R^m \).

Probability distribution \( P_I \) then multiplies with image feature vector to obtain the weighted image feature vector. Then I combine the weighted sum of image features over the image regions \( v_{Iw} \) with the question embedding \( v_q \) to generate the output of
the attention layer $r$.

$$r = v_{Iw} + v_q$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where $v_{Iw} = \sum_i^m p_i v_i$, and $v_i$ denote as image feature in $i_{th}$ image region. $v_q, v_{Iw} \in \mathbb{R}^I$, $I$ is the dimension of image feature, thus the output of attention layer $r \in \mathbb{R}^I$.

To perform further reasoning, I stack another attention layer to the first attention layer as shown in Figure 3.6. This operation intends to refine the attention process with attention layer taking output of the first attention layer $r$ as input. Similar to the first attention layer, the detailed process is as following.

$$W_{A2} = \tanh(W_{I2}v_I + (W_{Q2}v_Q + b_{Q2}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

$$P_{I2} = \text{softmax}(W_{P2}W_{A2} + b_{P2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

$$r_2 = v_{Iw2} + r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $v_{Iw2} = \sum_i^m p_{i2} v_i$. Note that in Eq. 3.11 combine refined weighted sum image vector $v_{Iw2}$ and output vector $r$ from previous attention layer, this allows further reasoning on the top of result from previous attention layer.

Finally, the output embedding $r_2$ is fed into a single layer perceptron to perform classification task and generate the answer.

$$W_{ans} = \text{softmax}(W_f r_2 + b_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)
3.2.4 Reconstruction-based VQA Using ReconNet

ReconNet [19] is a compressive sensing reconstruction approach using convolutional neural network to reconstruct compressive measurements to images. It shows potential advantage over iterative reconstruction algorithm in terms of time complexity[19], and offer better quality of reconstruction than traditional reconstruction algorithms. Therefore, this method serves the following purposes: First, this method examines the utility of reconstruction first before performing high-level inference task. [19] already shows the object tracking task in video with decent result compare to original video, I would like to examine the performance in the task with much higher dimensional problem like VQA. Second, the comparison of this method and the method without reconstruction can give us full picture of compressive VQA.

The framework for this method is as following: ReconNet is stacked to CNN as input and generate the image feature after reconstruction of compressive measurements. The rest of architecture perform element-wise multiplication between question and image embedding as described in section 3.2.2. The overall architecture is shown in

Figure 3.7: Architecture of ReconNet LSTM CNN
Figure 3.7. In similar fashion, ReconNet can be used to stack with stacked attention model as well, I will show all results in chapter 3.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this chapter, I will discuss experiments in detail for the compressive image recognition task and compressive Visual Question Answering task. I will first describe the dataset and evaluation method for each task, then the experimental setup for training the model. Finally, I will present the results for these experiments and discuss my experimental outcomes.

4.1 Compressive Image Recognition

4.1.1 Compressive Imagenet Dataset

The dataset I adopt for the compressive image recognition task is ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2012 dataset (ILSVR2012), which has a large number of training examples and diversity to examine generalization of the model under scrutiny. This is a well-known image recognition dataset in the imagenet database [30]. The training set is comprised of 1.2 millions images with 1000 categories of object. The validation task consists of 50000 images. Similar to [22], I utilize Hadamard matrix as a measurement matrix to simulate compressive sensing measurements. Then I iterate this process for the whole imagenet dataset to serve as a simulated dataset for image recognition task.

4.1.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

I evaluate the top-1 classification accuracy as evaluation metric for image recognition. To demonstrate the validity of my proposed framework, I compare the experimental results of my model with the model after reconstructing the compressive
measurements using ReconNet [19]. Moreover, I will also compare my result with the pre-trained googlenet on original image for imagenet.

### 4.1.3 Experimental Setup

As mentioned earlier, I employ googlenet [34] and Resnet [13] to perform the image classification task. A Hadamard matrix is used as sensing matrix, the compression ratio of the sensing matrix is 0.25. A linear projection is posed to produce $256 \times 256$ pseudo images as input to the network. The batch size is 32, each batch augments the data by cropping images to $243 \times 243$ and using mirror reflections. For googlenet, I use stochastic gradient descent as optimizer with momentum 0.9. I adopt the step size decay policy to adjust the learning rate, learning rate decay by the factor of 0.8 for every 80000 iterations. For Resnet, I adopt the 50 layers Resnet, and stochastic gradient descent with momentum 0.9 is used. The batch size is 50. Learning rate policy is step size decay policy, learning rate decay by 0.96 for every 320000 iterations. Dropout [33] layer with 0.5 dropout ratio is used at the end of fully-connected layer to tackle overfitting.

### 4.1.4 Results and Discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>projection</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^T \phi x$</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block-based $\phi^T \phi x$</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet + GoogleNet(no finetuned)</td>
<td>35.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet + GoogleNet(finetuned)</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uncompressed [3]</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1:** Googlenet Image Recognition Result on Different Levels of Projection for Compressive Measurement
The image classification task results on data with different projection techniques for compressive measurements is presented in Table 4.1.4, where the image recognition results with linear transpose of measurement matrix denote as $\phi^T \phi x$, and block-based projection with size of $33 \times 33$ measurement matrix as described in section 3.1 denote as block-based $\phi^T \phi x$. The difference in performance of models using these two projection techniques seems insignificant (0.2%), which may imply the fact that projection of compressive measurement with small $32 \times 32$ block does not yield the pseudo image in better resolution than whole measurement projection in term of image classification task. Regarding the experimental result using Resnet-50, it achieve 48.5% accuracy with $\phi^T \phi x$ projection, which obtains similar performance as Googlenet’s result.

As the baseline, the image recognition results after reconstruction using ReconNet also present in Table 4.1.4. The image recognition result using the pretrained Googlenet on original imagenet dataset, which is denoted as "no finetuned" in the Table 4.1.4, experience 33.02 % drop in accuracy compared to the pretrained googlenet model with original imagenet dataset. The reason why the pretrained model with ReconNet has such a big difference in performance may be because reconstructed images by ReconNet are not exact reconstructions from compressive measurements but rather a blurred version of original images. However, the accuracy rises to 64 % when I finetuned the model; it shows that ReconNet reconstructed images still contain a decent amount of information for image recognition task and validate my previous observation. All these trained models are used in the next section to compute image features for the VQA task, which I will discuss in detail in next section.
4.2 Compressive Visual Question Answering

4.2.1 VQA Dataset

VQA [1] is the dataset based on the images in Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO), which contains 83783 training images and 40504 validation images. They provide three questions for each image, so there are 248349 questions for the training set and 121512 questions for the validation set. Answers for questions are generated by humans (Amazon turker), 10 answers are provided for each question from unique workers. Answers are generally open-ended, types of answers are generally classified as “yes and no”, “number” and “other” answers. I adopt the validation set to test the performance of my method.

To generate the simulated compressive measurements for images in VQA dataset, I used a random Gaussian matrix as a sensing matrix to project whole images in the dataset. As stated in section 3.1, the transpose of a sensing matrix and block-based projection is used to project compressive measurements to pseudo images.

4.2.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metric for open-ended task in VQA dataset given a generated answer is as following:

\[
\text{accuracy} = \min\left(\frac{\# \text{ of match to human provided answer}}{3}, 1\right) \quad (4.1)
\]

this evaluation metric basically gives the answer full credit if there are at least three (out of ten) answers provided by workers match the generated answer. If the generated answer matches with less than three answers, it will get partial credit as shown in Eq. 4.1.

To examine the validity of our image feature, I generate simulated compressive
VQA dataset with Gaussian matrix as sensing matrix, then feed the compressive measurements as image feature directly into the architecture mentioned in section 3.2.2 to serve as baseline for compressive VQA task. Also, I will compare my methods to the baseline and method in [1], such as question feature only baseline, in order to validate the performance of my methods and compare to method using uncompressed images.

4.2.3 Experimental Setup

For image feature, I extract the image feature from trained GoogleNet on simulated imagenet dataset as discussed in 3.1. For LSTM CNN method, image feature with dimension 1024 is extracted as described in section 3.2.2. For stacked attention model, image feature with dimension $1024 \times 7 \times 7$ is obtained to represent 49 local region features as described in section 3.2.3.

For question feature, two layers of LSTM are stacked together and LSTM’s dimension is 512 for cell and hidden state. I set dimension of word embedding for each word of the question to be 200.

I use the top 1000 most frequent answers as possible outputs that covers 82.67% of all answers, as the same in [1]. Regarding the optimizer, all models adopt Adam optimizer [18], with $\epsilon = 10^{-8}$, $\beta_1 = 0.9$, $\beta_2 = 0.999$ as values of configurations. The batch size is fixed to 500. The learning rate is set to 0.0003 initially, then decrease by factor of 88.6 every 5000 iterations. Dropout layer is employed to avoid overfitting.

4.2.4 Results and Discussion

I will present my experimental results for VQA task outlined in following: First, I will present the experimental results on each projection for compressive measurement using two methods. Then I will present all the experimental results together to discuss
how different projections affect the experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG-net only [1]</td>
<td>28.13</td>
<td>64.01</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM [1]</td>
<td>50.39</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>34.68</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + csm</td>
<td>47.95</td>
<td>78.34</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>29.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>50.42</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>32.95</td>
<td>34.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM CNN</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>78.82</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>34.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM + norm VGG-net [1]</td>
<td>57.75</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>43.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Open-ended VQA Result for $\phi^T \phi x$ Dataset

Experimental results for $\phi^T \phi x$ is shown in Table 4.2. Three baselines are present in Table 4.2 that I will describe in details as following: “VGG-net only” denote as using only VGGNet feature to answer the question. “deep LSTM” refer to using only deep LSTM, which have 2 layers of hidden layers with 512 units in each layer, to answer the question without aid of images. “LSTM + csm” refer to using LSTM as question feature and compressive measurements as image feature. “deep LSTM+ norm VGGnet” refer to using deep LSTM as question feature and normalized VGGNet feedforward vector as image feature to perform inference. “SA” denote as stacked attention model as mentioned in section 3.2.3. We can see that LSTM CNN method experience 6.7% accuracy drop with the result using deep LSTM and normalized VGGnet feature reported in [1]. However, the LSTM CNN and SA methods are both outperform the baselines. In addition, the experimental result shows that “LSTM + csm” is worse than “deep LSTM” baseline, it may indicate that compressive measurement itself is not a informative image feature, so one need to use the feature extractor like CNN to generate better image representation.

As mention in 3.1, I use block-based linear projection with the $32 \times 32$ block to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG-net only [1]</td>
<td>28.13</td>
<td>64.01</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM [1]</td>
<td>50.39</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>34.68</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM + csm</td>
<td>47.95</td>
<td>78.34</td>
<td>32.45</td>
<td>29.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>52.06</td>
<td>78.38</td>
<td>32.73</td>
<td>37.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM CNN</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>33.03</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM + norm VGG-net [1]</td>
<td>57.75</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>43.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Open-ended VQA Result for Block-based $\phi^T \phi x$ Dataset

project the compressive measurements into pseudo images, the VQA results for this projection technique present in Table 4.3. Both LSTM CNN and stacked attention method outperform the baseline methods more than 1%, the LSTM CNN method have only 4.75% drop in term of accuracy and outperform the deep LSTM baseline for 2.6%.

Table 4.4, 4.5 shows experimental results for LSTM CNN method and stacked attention model, respectively. I also show the results from image recognition model utilizing ReconNet in these tables as comparisons of my methods. Experimental results from LSTM CNN method shown in Table 4.4, the performance for the block-based $\phi^T \phi x$ and RecoNet (no finetuned) model is quite the same, but the image recognition result have 13.02% difference as shown in Table 4.1.4. It may implies that image recognition results is not always positively correlated with the VQA results. Another example can validate this argument is that the block-based $\phi^T \phi x$ consistently outperform $\phi^T \phi x$ in VQA result while the image recognition result is nearly the same as shown in Table 4.1.4.

We can see that the LSTM CNN method consistently outperform the stacked attention model no matter which projection method is used. The reason for it may
Table 4.4: Open-ended VQA Result for LSTM CNN Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>projection</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^T \phi x$</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>78.82</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>34.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block-based $\phi^T \phi x$</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>33.03</td>
<td>38.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet(no finetuned)</td>
<td>52.97</td>
<td>79.81</td>
<td>32.94</td>
<td>37.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet(finetuned)</td>
<td>54.22</td>
<td>79.85</td>
<td>33.28</td>
<td>40.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM + norm VGG-net [1]</td>
<td>57.75</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>43.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deep LSTM [1]</td>
<td>50.39</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>34.68</td>
<td>30.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Open-ended VQA Result for Stacked Attention Model Method

be the image feature I extract from CNN is $1024 \times 7 \times 7$ creating coarse local regions representation, and thus fail to generate refine reasoning through attention mechanism to yield the better result than purely element-wise LSTM CNN method.

Regarding the time complexity for our models, the execution times for each models to answer a question for one image is present in Table 4.6 to compare efficiency of my proposed frameworks. We can see from the table that the method without reconstructing the compressive measurements is significantly faster than the method after reconstruction, it is nearly 3 order of magnitude difference in term of time
complexity for my best model. The experimental results thus shows the advantage in
time complexity using the method to inference without reconstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blocked-based + LSTM CNN</td>
<td>0.1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blocked-based + SA</td>
<td>0.1612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^T \phi x$ + LSTM CNN</td>
<td>0.7185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi^T \phi x$ + SA</td>
<td>0.7205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet + LSTM CNN</td>
<td>4.4995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet + SA</td>
<td>4.5015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Execution Time for Each Model to Answer the Single Image with CPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>number of parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSTM CNN</td>
<td>9193472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>14441514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReconNet</td>
<td>22914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Number of Parameters for Each Model

Table 4.7 shows the number of parameters for each model, where “SA” denote as
stacked attention model as mentioned in section 3.2.3. The number of parameters
for Stacked attention model is slightly larger than that of LSTM CNN method as
shown in Table 4.7. By skipping the reconstruction process, Table 4.7 implies the
amount of computational cost saves training the ReconNet given the number of pa-
rameters in ReconNet. In addition to the execution time experiment, experiments
show that reconstruction process is relatively time consuming in testing phase, so we
can avoid large amount of time cost by bypassing the step to reconstruct images from
compressive measurements.
Chapter 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis work, I propose an attempt to tackle VQA task using compressive sensing measurements. I also conduct a series of experiments to examine the feasibility of compressive VQA. Experimental results show that methods I propose outperform the language baselines. Moreover, our experimental results also achieve the similar performance of the result after reconstruction while bypassing the time consuming reconstruction process both in training phase and execution phase. Therefore, I think it is promising for future research to try to tackle this task. Moreover, I regard this work to explore the potential for compressive measurement to do complex task like VQA. The advantage of the reconstruction-free inference method in the resource constrained environment is obvious, I am excited to see more applications to come for complex inference task using compressive measurement.

5.1 Future Work

Regarding the future work, I think there is a few directions for future direction for this research. First, it is worthwhile to tackle compressive visual question answering to very low measurement rate for compressive measurements such as 0.01 and 0.001 to relax the requirement for storage space. It is worthwhile to investigate the utility of compressive measurement at very low measurement rate for complex computer vision task, and thereby will open up more possibilities in the resource constrained environment. Second, I think parameter hashing technique [8] may be promising for projection technique at image recognition task. As I encountered the overfitting issue to tackle image recognition task using compressive measurements, the hashing
technique can be possible solution to overcome this issue since it significantly reduce
the number of parameters. Also, it may be useful to employ it directly to the VQA
task, as [28] use the method to predict the parameter in network.
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